
LOW INVESTMENT BUSINESS PLANS IN KERALA

Do you live in the rural or uban area or town of the kerela, then are some small business ideas in kerala to start your low
cost startup with low investment.

However, you need to invest in proper equipment to ensure your flowers do not wither and stay fresh for at
least a couple of days. Hence, the year-round demand for good catering services. This business idea is simple
to set up. Every one want to spend whatever time left in their life without spending time on regular buying of
groceries. They offer you a fixed daily income, which helps tide over your expenses on fuel and drivers. Tea
stall Image credits: Shutterstock Can you imagine a world without tea? Indian agriculture is based on mixed
farming i. The majority of bamboos in Kerala are found at an elevation of m above sea level. Dealing with
industrial and hospital waste requires special equipment, skilled staff and proper facilities for disposal. There
is a high demand for tuitions for smaller grades as well as professional courses. While many still run a
one-man show, many have recruited to delegate the onslaught of clients that come through for queries around
the particular field. They are hired by shipping companies to replenish supplies on board a cargo or passenger
vessel. As for promoting your blogs through the right channels, the cost-free and limitless expanse of the
internet is all you need. The demand for creative designs and customized beadwork necklaces and bracelets is
indeed high. You will have to find skilled masseurs to work. Small Business Ideas List starting with as low as
Rs 1, 67 You can start providing temporary staff to companies and you can charges small fees for that. It
involves stocking adequate supplies of imported food, liquor, cigarettes, soaps, chocolate and almost every
other need. It does not require much investment since the business depends upon contracts you make with
clients. If yes, then you should look into opening up a tour-guide business , where groups of travellers
school-trips, college-trips, tourist-travels can ask you to not only make all the arrangements for the trip but
also guide them through it, as the leader of the pack. Making juices from herbs, leaves, roots and fruits that are
known for curative and medicinal effects. This is also one of the good business ideas for beginners. Fresh and
tasty home food is always in demand for the targeted customers. The first thing to do is set up a stall with a
permit , which needs the right local contacts, following which your only investment is purchasing a dozen or
so books from other sellers to start the business of second-hand book exchanging. Recorders to play them are
not easily available.


